
 March 4, 2021 

 

Melissa Kindratsky 

308-200 Three Sisters Dr 

Canmore, AB T1W 2M1 

mxkindratsky@outlook.com  

 

Town of Canmore 

902 – 7th Avenure 

Canmore, AB T1W 3K1 

municipal.clerk@canmore.ca   

 

Re: Bylaws 2021-05 and 2021-06 Three Sisters Mountain Village and Smith Creek Area Structure 

Plans 

 

Dear Mayor Borrowman and Town Councillors,  

 

Please accept this letter as my written submission regarding the Three Sisters Mountain Village Area Structure 

Plan Applications.  

 

As a resident of Canmore, I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Three Sisters Village Area 

Structure Plan and the Smith Creek Area Structure Plan (2021-05 and 2021-06).  

 

"Canmore is a resilient and vibrant community socially, economically, and environmentally. Its strength is in its 

resourceful and engaged citizens, who thrive together on the strength of the community’s heritage, long term 

commitment to the diversity of its people, and health of the mountain landscape."  Canmore's Municipal 

Development Plan, 2016 

 

Many aspects of this development are in opposition to the Town of Canmore Vision Statement above. I value 

our mountain town because we strive to uphold the principles of social, economic and environmental 

responsibility, diversity and inclusion, and our commitment to the health of the mountain landscape (which I 

read to include all beings that inhabit it, eg wildlife, but also plants, insects and other components of 

biodiversity and ecosystem services). 

I strongly oppose this development as proposed for the following reasons:  



1. Known potential impact on wildlife:  

a. According to wildlife biologists, the resulting wildlife corridor would be too narrow for the 

length it is. This is a critical pinch point for wildlife connectivity all the way from the United 

States to the Yukon Territory. One of the most valued attributes I have of Canmore is our 

attempts (I say “attempts” because we still have a lot of work to do) to coexist with our 

wildlife neighbours peacefully. Sacrificing a sufficient wildlife corridor for these developments 

would be a slap in the face to those values and what we stand for in regard to coexistence.  

b. In 2020, wolves (a keystone species) were tracked with GPS collars and found to heavily use 

the area proposed for development. The same data showed clearly how Canmore as it 

currently sits has a significant impact on the wolf movement in the valley. We should strive to 

not increase this negative impact.  

c. A ‘bare minimum’ width of wildlife corridor is not how we should be doing things. We can do 

better than this. The pinch point also has the potential to cut off grizzly bear movement north 

and south of that point in this corridor. This is shown to have the potential to damage the 

grizzly bear populations south of the pinch point and potentially endanger them. To 

potentially be responsible for extirpation of some populations of grizzly bears is the opposite 

of what this Town has stated to value. 

d. Our beloved elk use this area frequently and are getting squeezed out of more and more 

areas around the outskirts and within town, causing the potential for more human-wildlife 

conflict.  

e. The Stewart Creek and Peaks of Grassi areas already have the highest incidences of human-

wildlife conflict. This development will only make things worse by introducing more humans 

into the spaces we know the wildlife are using and by taking these spaces away from the 

wildlife.  

f. The former quarry was planned to be returned to a natural state and this plan should be 

followed.  

g. The proposed width of the resulting wildlife corridor is insufficient and unacceptable for a 

Town that places high value on wildlife coexistence and “health of our mountain landscape” 

 

2. Impact on Climate Change.  

a. If we are to reduce our community’s Greenhouse Gas emissions by 30% by 2030 as per our 

climate action plan this development as-proposed can not be constructed as it does not help 

meet the targets that are outlined in the plan.  

b. Development and growth of this scale will increase the Town’s carbon footprint (new 

construction that is less than regenerative design or Living Building Challenge level of design 

contribute significantly to our carbon footprint: both embodied and operational carbon).  

c. Increased carbon footprint of car use by the too many proposed residents would also 

negatively impact achieving the goals in the climate action plan. 

  

3. Impact on municipal taxes:  

a. As you are well aware, residential developments, even of this density do not result in a net 

increase in tax dollars collected by the municipality.  

b. The amount of commercial development is not likely to either happen as planned (more risky 

for the developer) and will likely not offset the net increase in tax dollars spent on supporting 

infrastructure first costs and maintenance.  



c. The above suggests that an increase in tax revenue would likely be required to offset the net 

loss. Our taxes are already increasing enough as it is. I do not support the likely tax increase to 

enable this development.  

 

4. Impact on our way of life and fabric of this community 

a. The development is too large for our community to continue to be the small mountain town 

where you know your neighbour’s names and care about them.  

b. This development does not plan to add affordable housing which excludes an often 

overlooked group in our community and increases the gap between the rich and the poor.  

c. This development likely adds more empty homes that are full only on weekends which is a 

detriment to community building.  

d. During Covid when Banff was closed to tourists and even right now on the weekends, our 

town becomes busy to the point of it feeling unbearable at times. Visitors seem  to drive at 

‘city speeds’ and don’t respect our bike and pedestrian culture. I currently feel unsafe cycling 

on our roads on weekends. If this were the norm every day, this is not the community I know 

and love who cares for each other and holds a high regard for low impact transportation.  

e. I do not support increasing our urban growth boundary and contributing to urban sprawl. We 

are not another sub-division of Calgary and should not model their ways.  

  

5. Risks of undermining to high density construction and town infrastructure 

a. Constructing on undermined land is risky and I oppose my tax dollars being used to support 

infrastructure that could be compromised by future settlements at this development.  

b. Having the developer directly involved in the regulations governing the undermined land 

which they have a vested interest in appears to be a conflict of interest.  

c. The land was deemed appropriate only for a golf course development and the only thing that 

has changed since then are more science supporting use of this area as a wildlife corridor. 

The risk of settlement due to undermining still exists.  

d. If settlement happens and the buildings are not usable we will be left with an embarrassing 

ghost town of ‘development’ on what should be a wildlife corridor.  

For all of these reasons I oppose these developments as proposed. Help us keep Canmore as a sustainable, 

connected community, and not just another suburb of Calgary. We have different priorities here and can do 

better.  

 

Growth does not equal progress.  

 

Thank you for your time and energy on this important topic.  

Sincerely,  

A concerned citizen, taxpayer, voter,  

Melissa Kindratsky  

  


